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OEM cross-member 

 

SAFETY ALERT 
Tri-5 Chevrolet Power Steering Rack Kit 

 

 
An American aftermarket steering component manufacturer branded as ‘Flaming River’ is selling bolt-
in steering rack conversion kits to suit Tri-5 Chevrolets which create poor and uneven rack 
positioning, making the rack vulnerable to damage. The kit also creates significant amounts of bump-
steer, which is unequal from left to right. 

 
These racks must be raised to reduce the danger of both of 
these issues and to bring bump-steer back into an acceptable 
range. It is also recommended a heavy-duty skid-plate be 
installed to protect the rack. 

 
In the case that brought this problem to LVVTA’s attention, the 
bolt-in kit, which bolts up to the mounts on the chassis originally 
designed for the steering box and pitman arm, had a fabricated 
cradle-style mount that was significantly lower than the vehicle’s 
main front cross-member. This put the steering rack in a 
vulnerable position and in the strike zone of any object that the 
underside of the vehicle happens to come into contact with. A hit 
from something solid could cause damage to the main cross-
member which would almost certainly tear the steering rack and 
probably its cradle from the chassis, which could, in a worst case 
scenario, result in a total loss of steering control. The cradle was 
also mounted unevenly onto the chassis, which meant the rack 
height was different on each side, causing unequal bump-steer 
results. 

 
Also identified on this vehicle was a large amount of bump-steer. The bump-steer readings were over 
100mm through the travel range, and 40mm through the normal working range. In this case, raising the 
rack-mounting beam, with various other changes, brought the total bump-steer across the complete 
range of travel down to just 5mm. 
 

 
This case illustrates that although this was a bolt-in after-market kit, vehicles fitted with these kits 
must be carefully inspected and a bump-steer swing-check must be carried out.  


